
the original®

COMFORTABLE FIT
Form-fitting stretch
Spandex top for the
ultimate in comfort.

SEAMLESS PALM
Seamless single layer palm 

for maximum control.

ALL PURPOSE hAnd PROtEctiOn
Despite its imitators, The Original® glove remains in a category all its 
own. Tried, tested and proven for over 20 years, it provides the perfect 
blend of flexibility and protection. Durable synthetic leather palm, form-
fitting stretch Spandex top, and a flexible TPR wrist closure allow for a 
second- skin fit.  With a gamut of practical uses, it’s no surprise that The 
Original® is the most recognized and most frequently worn glove by anyone 

with a toolbox.
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ava il able colorS

the original®
Mg-01 yellow Mg-02 red Mg-03 blue Mg-05 black Mg-09 orange
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features

1. Stretch Spandex material for a 
comfortable fit

2. TPR closure with hook and loop 
provides a secure fit

3. Reinforcement panels in high wear 
areas for increased durability

4. Single layer seamless palm for 
increased comfort and fit

certifications

  EN 388 / EN 420

intended uses

• general purpose

• Automotive maintenance and repair

• Towing & transportation,  
securing cargo

• Equipment operation

further inforMation 
aVailaBle at: 

ref: The original®

uSa 
1-800-222-4296 

canada 
1-877-278-5822

euroPe 
+39 0423 639495

Mechanix wear, inc. 
28525 witherspoon Parkway 
valencia ca 91355 
www.mechanix.com

Product is imported



certificate of
conforMitY

The manufacturer,
 
 MechaniX Wear, inc. ®
 28525 WithersPoon PKWY.
 Valencia, ca 91355
 usa

declares that the PPe described hereafter:

conforms with the provisions of the council directive 89/686/eec and with the 
european harmonized standard en388: 2003, and is identical to the PPe subject to 
the ec Type examination certificate number (5183) issued by the notified body
 

all sizes comply with the en420:2003 + a1:2009 for comfort and fit and dexterity. 
Per customer recommendations, MecHaniX wear,inc.® has specifically manufactured these 
gloves to have a tighter fit in order to increase dexterity, the length is appropriate for the 
intended use.

Michael Hale
Product Manager
Mechanix Wear, Inc.®
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